The Automatic Face Recognition system is widely applied in new technologies. This system works beyond the ability of human vision. The limited vision of human eye in identifying vast number of human faces is overcome by the automatic face recognition with many more advantages. The basic purpose of face recognition system is to compare the image video which is stored in a database with the image video in real time variation. Many techniques have been used in face recognition system. This paper present a survey of several techniques used in face recognition system, an approach to the detection and identification of human face.
INTRODUCTION
Automatic Face recognition is one of the biometrics that is being used for the last 50 years or so. The early face recognition systems required the intervention of a human to locate the features, such as eyes, ears, nose and mouth, on the photograph image before the calculation of distance and ratio parameters with respect to a common reference point.
Face recognition is typically used in security system and can be compared to other biometrics such as fingerprint or iris recognition system. Facial recognition research and Fingerprint Recognition Technology (FRT) are the subfields, in a larger field of pattern recognition research and technology. Pattern recognition technology uses statistical techniques to detect and extract patterns from data in order to match it with patterns stored in a database. The data upon which the recognition system works (such as an image of a face) is no more than a set of pixel-level patterns for the system, that is, the pattern recognition system does not perceive meaningful "faces" as a human would understand them. Nevertheless, it is very important for these systems to be able to locate or detect a face in a field of vision so that it is only the image pattern of the face (and not the background "noise") that is processed and analyzed. Facial expressions are the facial changes in response to a person's internal emotional states, intentions or social communications. As one of the most successful applications of image analysis and understanding, face recognition has recently received significant attention, especially during the past several years. Even though current machine recognition systems have reached a certain level of maturity, their success is limited by the conditions imposed by many real applications.
The purpose of face recognition is mainly to identify a person, as a key to security (Biometric face recognition technology) and a wide variety of applications like law enforcement. As compared with the other biometric systems like finger print, palm print and iris, the face recognition has distinct advantage, because of its non-contact process. Face image can be captured from a distance without touching the person being identified, and the identification does not require interaction with the person. In addition, face recognition serves the crime deterrent purpose because facial images that have been recorded and archived can later be used to identify a person. The goal of face reorganization is to implement the system for a particular face and distinguish it from a large number of stored faces with some real-time variations [2] . The generic face recognition system is shown in fig: 1 [5] , self organizing map and convolution network [8, 10] , line edge maps (LEMs) [13] , directional corner point (DCP) [20] , template matching [14] , modular PCA [15] , elastic bunch graph matching (EBGM) [17] , and local binary patterns (LBP) [19] . 
Holistic approaches:
Kirby and Sirovich [3] have used the principal component analysis to efficiently represent face images by a small number of coefficients corresponding to the most significant Eigen values. Turk and Pentland [4] have been utilized eigen faces for face detection and identification. In particular, a set of eigen vectors and eigen values were first calculated through principal component analysis to form the eigen space of human faces (or "Eigen faces") from a training face image set. The gallery and probe images were projected to these eigen space and their eigen values are compared in the recognition stage. The performance increase of eigen face was from 61.4% to 89.5%.This kind of increase is due to the capability for face recognition algorithm of tolerating small pose variation.
The Eigen faces approach appears to be a fast, simple, and practical method, which has become the most widely used face recognition technique. However, it does not provide invariance over changes in poses and scales. Belhumeur and Hespanha [6] also examine LDA, a representation obtained through supervised learning on the second-order image statistics. LDA (or Fisher Discriminant Analysis) is a statistical approach based on the same statistical principles as PCA. This technique finds the underlying vectors in the facial feature spaces (Vectors) that would maximize the variance between individuals (or classes) and minimize the variance within a number of samples of the same person. Using this specific projection method, the training and recognition were performed similarly to those of Eigen faces. To overcome the problem of within-class scatter matrix being singular, the face images were first projected using PCA to reduce the dimensionality to a lower level that FDA can handle. In this case, it requires multiple gallery images per class (person) otherwise FDA will be identical to PCA. In face recognition, when dealing with high dimensional image data, the class scatter matrix S w (S w = Σ ΣMc (x -mc) (x -mc) T) is often singular. To overcome this problem, PCA is first used with the sample data to reduce its dimensionality, Vinoth, M., et al proposed an analysis called PCLDA [7] . A holistic face recognition approaches, both FDA and PCA are very sensitive to pose variations, because in depth rotations of 3D human faces misalignment of image pixels usually occur which are the only classification clues for these holistic approaches. One of the first artificial neural network techniques used for face recognition is the single layer network WISARD, which contains a separate network for each stored individual. Lin et al. [7] used a probabilistic decision-based neural network (PDBNN) which also used one network for one face and required multiple gallery images per person in training the network. Lawrence et al. [10] proposed a hybrid neural network, which combined local image sampling, a selforganizing map (SOM), and a convolution network (CN). Dinesh K. et al. [8, 11] used the Self-Organizing Map (SOM), an unsupervised learning process, to learn the distribution of a set of patterns without any class information. It has the property of topology preservation. There is a competition among the neurons to be activated or fired. The result is that only one neuron that wins the competition is fired and is called winner-takes all neuron. SOMs may be onedimensional, two-dimensional or multidimensional, but the most common ones are either one-dimensional or twodimensional maps. The number of input connections depends on the number of attributes to be used in the classification The neuron with weights closest to the input data vector is declared the winner during the training. Then the weights of all of the neurons in the neighborhood of the winning neuron are adjusted by an amount inversely proportional to the distance. It clusters and classifies the data set based on the set of attributes used. For feature detection and classification stage, a convolution network has been applied which contains iterative convolution and down-sampling layers. And the main achievement of SOM is its high-speed processing capability and low computational requirement in terms of both speed and memory utilization.
Gao et.al. [13] has proposed line edge map (LEM) which gives a distance measurement between two line edge maps of faces and performs face matching based on those measures. The LEM of a face image is generated by sequentially (1) extracting edges, (2) thinning, and (3) polygonal line fitting. To measure the similarity between two LEMs, a line segment Hausdorff distance was introduced, which computes the distance two line segments as root-sum-square of three distance components, i.e., parallel distance, orientation distance, and perpendicular distance. In recognition, each face image was first converted to an LEM, followed by matching probe LEMs against gallery LEMs using the line segment Hausdorff distance. Line edge map achieved 92% accuracy in their experiment. A new face feature descriptor, directional corner points (DCPs) [20] , is proposed to integrate the structural connectivity information with spatial features of a face image. A DCP is represented by its Cartesian coordinates and two directional attributes pointing to the points anterior and posterior neighboring corner points. The distance of two DCPs is measured by calculating the warping cost through translation, rotation and opening/closing operations and averaging the minimum warping costs as the dissimilarity score. Face image retrieval using DCPs is generally economical for storage and robust to illumination changes. Its robustness to illumination changes is inherited from edge maps, because a corner point can be considered as the "edge of edges". After studying the above mentioned holistic techniques we have summarized their respective advantages and disadvantages in the following table 2. 
Local Approach:
In local approaches, a set of isolated points or region on the face images are mostly involved and the classification patterns are obtained from a limited region in the face image. Bruneli and Poggio [12] selected a set of 4 feature templates, i.e., the eyes, nose, mouth, and the whole face, for all of the available faces. These feature templates are oftenly used for the identification of the printed character, number and other small, simple object. These feature templates from the input image are compared with those of the image which are stored in database in the same region along the normalized cross matching. Summed matching scores were used for resolving the recognition process. During the process, recognition system has to be tolerant to certain discrepancies between gallery and probe images, this tolerance might average out the differences that make individual faces unique. So, this is the drawback of templates matching. Gottmukkal and Asari [13] extended PCA to modular PCA to improve robustness of face recognition. In this type of method, the face images are split up into smaller parts as a sub-images and the PCA approach is applied for each and every sub-images. However, the MPCA technique does not simply apply PCA in each independent face region; since it keeps the relation between the regions and the global information of the face. MPCA establishes multiple Eigen spaces around facial components (e.g., eyes, nose, and mouth) to form "Eigen features" in place of building a holistic Eigen space for the entire images. (Fig. 2) . One of the most effective local face recognition methods is elastic bunch graph matching [16] . In this method, human faces were described using Gabor wavelets in facial components (e.g., eyes, nose, and mouth) and an extended dynamic link architecture (DLA) [14] for graph matching. In feature extraction, a Gabor jet on a point of a face image was introduced as a set of 40 Gabor wavelet coefficients obtained by convoluting 40 Gabor kernels with the local region around the point. In the recognition process, the Gabor features were extracted from the facial components and the gallery images were compared with the probe images by calculating the similarity of the two sets of Gabor jets. In spite of expensive computation, EBGM perform better than holistic approaches on the testing sets containing in-depth pose variations, which is mainly due to Gabor features' robustness against image distortion and scaling [15] . In [16] , elastic graph matching hold forth and made some changes to apply a further Fourier transform on Gabor wavelet coefficients to be used as features and to perform classifications using kernel-based projection discriminative analysis (KPDA) to achieve pose and expression tolerance. Ahonen et al. [18, 20] used local binary patterns which is a successful texture descriptor and applied to the task of face recognition. The local binary pattern is obtained by binarising the gradients of centre point to its 8 neighbouring points pixelwisely and this binary pattern is used as image features for classification. Then the face image is distinguish into several sub-regions (or patches) and within each and every patches, the histogram of the local pixel-wise patterns is calculated. The histograms are compared along the calculating weighted Chi square distance, whose weights are trained by separate recognition process on a single patch, while comparing the images. After studying the above mentioned local techniques we have summarized their respective advantages and disadvantages in the following table 3. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this research paper we tried to cover the details of Face recognition system using Pattern Recognition methods. We have presented a short description of the various Face Recognition Systems. There are various techniques available for Face Recognition but from the above discussion we can say that if we apply Neural Network in face Recognition system we can achieve better recognition rate than the existing classical techniques
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